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Turmoil in the Middle East
During the past month the focus of attention of the world was set on the dramatic internal developments in
Egypt, Libya and other important Middle Eastern countries. They have raised many philosophical thoughts
about Israel and its relationship with its neighbours: is this a new window of opportunity for regional peace, or
does it further complicates an anyhow complicated situation? One observation that has been frequently voiced
is: look how Israel is suddenly seen as an island of stability and sanity in the middle of all that turmoil. Only
here you dont have to take to the streets to gain full democracy, freedoms of speech and press and other
basic human rights.
The other day our President, Shimon Peres, said that he could not agree more, but in his wel'l known witty way
brought us back to reality: "We have to ask ourselves what kind of relationship can exist between an island and

the big ocean the surrounds it. The ocean is never threatened by the island; it is always the other way around."

M&A in Israel (the theory)
Mergers and Acquisitions in Israel were highlighted during a Financial Times briefing in Tel-Aviv earlier this
month. Leading private equity and venture capital funds, alongside professionals and bankers, shared their
experiences, and even more so, their excitement, with ample of M&A opportunities in Israel, Zehavit Cohen,

Managing partner of Apax Paftners in Israel, focused on the impoftance of having a permanent representation
in Israel. In her view it helps in bridging differences of business cultures and in obtaining effective due

diligence, local bank financing and regulatory approvals. Leonard Rosen, CEO Israel of Barclays Capital, said

that while 10 years ago the main attraction of Israel was its uniqueness, today it is becoming even more
attractive for being a normal well developed market. Alan Sacks of Herzog Fox Neeman law firm (and brother
of the Chief Rabbi) talked about the unbelievable flow of foreign investors into the energy and natural gas

sector in israel, which reminded him of the America Gold Rush of the mid 19th century.

A Cambridge - Haifa merger (the practice)
CSR PLC of Cambridge, UK (LSE: CSR.L) and Zoran Corporation of Haifa, Israel (NASDAQ: ZRAN) have entered
into a merger agreement under which Zoran will merge with CSR for an equity value of approximately US$679
million. Under the terms of the merger, Zoran shareholders will receive 1.85 ordinary shares of CSR in the form
of American Depositary Shares for each share of Zoran common stock. In addition, CSR announced that it
intends to return up to US$240 million to shareholders via an on-market share buyback programme.
CSR is a global leader in wireless connectivity and location. Zoran provides market-leading imaging and video
technology for digital camera, home entertainment and multifunction printer products. In 2010, Zoran had total
pro forma revenues of $441 million.

Where is Haven? in propefty it's all relative
Whenever I ask a British friend, following his purchase of a piece of property in israel, about his motivation in

doing so, I get a long and well argued answer. It normally ends with: ".., Who knows? Things can happen in

the UK. Just in case...". Whenever I ask an Israeli friend, following his purchase of a piece of property in

London, about his motivation in doing so, I get a long and well argued answer. It normally ends with: ".,. Who

knows? Things can happen in Israel, Just in case...".
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As a matter of fact, spreading your risks is not such

I have decided to follow suit: she will design homes

the Israelis in London. Who knows? Just in case.

a bad idea. Therefore, my interior designer wife Judith and

for the British in israel, and I will help find properties for

Lowest Company Tax: Ireland * out, Israel - in

Israel,s Law for the Encouragement of Capital Investment$ was amended as of January 1st 2011 (Amendment

68). For industrial companies the new law provides reduced company tax rates for income accrued or derived

in Israel, as follows: L1o/o rate in 2011-2012, !2.5a/a in 2013-2OL4, LZo/oin 2015 and onward. Moreover, in

DevelopmentAreaA,thehighestpriorityzone,theratesare:10o/oin2011-2012,7o/o in2013-2OL4,6o/ain

2015 and onward.
For a "special preferred Enterprise" - a large corporation with a turnover of more than 1'5 billion shekels and a

combined balance sheet of at least 20 biltion shekels - the company tax rates from 2011 are as follows: in

Development Area A - Salo; elsewhere in Israel - 8%o.

In other significant changes to the previous law, a company is allowed to benefit from both grants and tax

incentives simultaneously; the former requirement for a minimum investment in fixed assets is eliminated; and

dividends will be taxed at a fixed 15o/o rate, subject to the provisions of any applicable double taxation treaty,

Macro Brief: GDP, interest rate, inflation - up, unemployr"nent - down

Bank of Israel announced on February 2tst a benchmark lending rate increase of 25 basis points, from 2.25o/o

to 2.SVo, The aim is to get inflation rate back on target. Israel's annual inflation rose to 2.7o/o in 2010' inflation

in the coming year is seen at 3,5 percent, remaining above the annual inflation target of 1to 3 percent.

Goldman Sachs analysts believe that it means that the upside risks to their current rates forecasts, showing

policy rates at 3,5o/o at end-2011and 4.5o/o in 2012, has increased significantly'

GDp grew at an annualised rate of 7.8o1o in the fourth quarter of 2010, much faster than the 4.2o/o consensus

forecast, and around twice as fast as Israel's 3"5o/o - 4o/a long-term trend growth rate. Israel's average

unemployment rate in 2010 was 6.70lo. well below the OECD average of 8.3o/o.

Updates...
... on stories from our February issue:

The upcoming visit of the Lord Mayor of the City of London to Israel has been postponed from May

2011, probably because of a visit to London at the same week by President Obama.

The UK-lsrael Business Directory has appointed a UK representative, Mr David Kahtan O79 7148 8660.

Market Watch: Foreign Lawyers in Israel? Don't hold your breath

Back on July 1sth 2009 the Knesset approved a new legislation to allow the opening of the Israeli legal practice

market to foreign law firms. Foreign law firms will be able to open branches in Israel and provide legal services

related to foreign law. Foreign lawyers are expected to be subject to the same code of ethics applicable to

Israeli lawyers. In particularo any lawyer who wishes to open an office in Israel will have to present an

insurance policy or bank guarantee exercisable in Israel, so that he\she can be sued in Israel for malpractice.

To make it all happen, the Ministries of Finance and Justice are to table specific regulations for an approval by

the Constitution, Law and lustice Committee of the Knesset "within few months"'

20 months later, the Ministries and the Israeli Bar are still struggling with the exact wording of the regulations.

Several foreign firms are known to be waiting with great anticipation to the completion of the process' Says

Elad Man, Israel Bar's Association representative to the Law Society of England and Wales: "The desired and

logical opening of the market's gates, during such times of globalization and turning commercial law to an

expertise defined by international and border crossing nature, is accompanied with all sorts of unnecessary

squealing and squeaking .., due to lack of overall systematic designing of relevant market regulation and also

due to unfounded concerns of the about to come." In a seminar held during the first visit of President of the

Law Society, Linda lee, to Israel, continues Man "it was clear to all that the globalization train has left the

platform and things are irreversible."As of March 2011, the final draft of the regulations is being tabled for

debate at the Knesset Committee.


